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Centlemen:

LEl; 89-004, Revision 1
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1

Date of Gecurrence - February 7. 1989

Enclosed is Revision 1 to Licensee Event Report 89 004. The revistor.s to the
report are indicated by a revision bar in the left margin of each page.

Please destroy or .tark superseded any previous copies of this report and
replace with che enclosed revision.

Yours truly,
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Plant Manager
Davis Besse Nuclear Power Station
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On April 11, 1989, af ter completing' an evaluation for c,ne of two concerns
raised by the Davis Besse NRC Resident Inspectors on February 6, 1989, Toledo
Edison determined that a circulating water line break would result in less of
service water, den to flooding of the service water pumps allowed by a
construction blockout that had existed sincr* original plant construction.
Thus the plant had operated outside its design basis since April 22, 19T/.
The Davis-Besse Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) did not address flooding
via this pathway since this cor.struction blockout was overla ' ed.

, On February 6, 1989, the Resident Inspectors informed Toledo Edison of a hola
' in the wall between the condenser pit and the Service Water (SW) tunnel, which

was contrary to USAR Section 3.6.2.7.2.13, and that there was no procedural
guidance for operators to isolete the SW tunnel from the SW pump room in the
event of flooding in the SW tunnel, which was contrary to USAR Section
9.2.1.2. After Toledo Edison's submittal of the initial LER on May 10, 1989,
the NRC Resident Inspector pointed out that the effect of submergence on the
operability of other equipment should be addressed in the cnalysis of the LER.

As a precaution, until an evaluation of the potential concerns c uld be
pvrfor:ued, a Standing Order was issued on February 10, 1989, to instruct
3perators to plug the floor drains in the SW pump room in the event of SW
tunnel flooding. Additionally, appropriate abnormal procedures were changed
on March 23, 1989, to add guidance for operators responding to SW tunnel
flooding. The construction blockout was sealed i,y August 31, 1989.
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IDESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE:

On April 11, 1989, after evaluating the condition created by two ,

nonconformances between the plant and the Updated Safety Analysis Report .

'(USAR), it was determined that a Tomplete rupture in the Circulating Water
(CW)(KE) Er.pansion Joint in the Condenser Pit (without operator action) would

,

cause flooding of SW pump room and subsequent loss of all Service Water [
(SW)(BI) pumps. These nonconformances were first identified on February 6, '

1989, by an NRC Resident Inspector with the Unit at 100 percent power. This
condition has existed since original plant construction and startup (April 22,
1977).

|

The first nonconformance is that the USAR states that there is no significant
flovpat h 2 rom the condenser pit below the 585 ft, elevation. However, a path
existed from the condenser pit to the SW tunnel via the Condensate Demin
Holdup Tank Room (CDHUT). Once the level in the condenser pit reaches the 577 ;

ft. elevation, water would flood over the open wall into the CDHUT room. Once
'

the level in this room reaches the 571 ft. elevation, water would run into an
open pipe chase and into the SW tunnel. Once the tunnel floods to the 576 ft,
elevation, water would then backup through the floor drains into the SW pump
room.

The second nonconformance was that the USAR states that $n the event of
fineding in the SW tunnel, due to SW system return piping rupture, operators
will seal up the SW pump room floor drains. However, these actions had noti

been incorporated into Station Procedures and would not have been completed in
a timely nanner. Toledo Edison's evaluation determined that operator action
was not needed since piping in the SW tunnel was Seismic Category I,
therefore, piping f ailures in the tunnel need not be postulated. However,

! this evaluation did not take into consi(eration flooding by outside sources
| (i.e., circulating water line break and intrusion into the SW tunnel via the ;
'

construction blockout).

Subsequent to the initial LER submittal, the NRC Resident Inspector expressed
concern that Toledo Edison's analysis did not address the '#fect on the i

operability of ottar equipment that could be sabwerged due to this flooding
scenario'. Toledo Edison's evaluation determined that SW 1395 and SW 1399
would not function if flooded. These are the SW supply valves to thn
secondary SW loads. These valves are supposed to close on a low SW header'

,

I pressare. If the SW tunnel floods before these valves have closed, they will
| remain out of their desired position. An interim Safety Evaluation perforced

,

<

on August 1, 1989, concluded that gi;ven current and expected SW supply ,

l requirements through August 31, 1989, that isolation could be assumed prior to
flooding until the blockout could be filled.

'
I The twe month difference between the discovery date and the reportability date

is due to the time it took to determine whether che nonconformances could
- .---.
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actually result in flooding. The personnel responsible for determiningi ,

reportability were unable to make a reportability determination with the
information available and requested additional time to determine whether a
credible scenario existed to cause flooding of the SW pump room via SW pump
room floor drain due to SW tunnel flooding, bsequent evaluation (March 15, ;

1989) by Nuclear Engineering concluded that since piping in the SW tunnel was |
Seismic Category 1 that piping failures in the tunnel need not be postulated,
therefore, operator action for sealing drains in the SW pump area for a
SW system pipe break was not required. (hote: This evaluation did not ,

consider flooding of the SW tunnel by outside sources.) Based on this
information, the responsible department concluded on March 21, 1989, that the
condition was not reportable as an LER.

Concurrently, PCAQR 89 0083, which addressed the open pipe chase, was !

evaluated for significance by the Systems Engineering Group. Their initial
evaluation concluded that flooding of the SW pump room was not a concern.
However, this evaluation had taken credit for installing a floor drain plug.

,

On March 3, 1989, the PCAQRB directed Systems Engineering to perform a
calculation for SW pump room flooding assuming no floor drain plug was
installed to determine reportability. After review of Systema Engineering's
calculation and associated response on April 7, 1989, which coicluded that a
circulating water line break would result in flooding of the SW pumps and
cause a loss of SW, the condition was determined reportable on April 11, 1989.

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCS:

These nonconformances have existed since original construction and startup.
The exact cause is unknown. The open blockout is not directly open to the
condensate pit and is separated from it by the north and west walls of the
Condensate Demin Holdup Tank Room. Anyone surveyir.g the condensor pit may not
have recognized this pathway. Not having operator actions spelled out in !
aonormal procedures may have been due to the original cause for that action,
that being to mitigate the effects of brean in the SW lines in the SW tunnel,
no longer needed when the SW 1|nes were ( * ermined to be seismi ally.

installed.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE:

Based on industry experience, the probability of a rupture of the Circulating
Water System piping is very small. The more likely occurrence would be in the :

form of cracks which would probably be controlled by the condenser pit sump
pumps and flood pumps. High sump level switches in the condensnr pit and in
the SW tunnel provide alarms for the operators, additionally, pressure
switches on the discharge of the CW pump discharbe linen should =ense a break
and isolate the discharge isolation valve and shut off the pump to minimize
the inventory of water. The USAR analyses show that under assumed single
failure conditionc (failure of discharge isolation valve to close) the flood
level does not .c above 585 ft, elevation. Since the blockout is below this i

elevation, there would be enough available rater to cause SW tunnel end pump
room flooding. Safety Evaluation 89-0177 was performed to evaluate concerns
with overability of valves SW 1395 and SW 1399.

w
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Although this evaluation did not cover the entire operating cycle, it een be ;

concluded that the flooding vill not impcet safety, provided t. hat the total ,

SW system loads (both trains) is below 13,000 gpm or the automatic transfer of j
SW system loads takes place before the valves get flooded The. calculations i

performed in support of SE 89 0177 show that more than ten minutes (after the
break) are available tofore the flood level is a concern for valv,4
operability, ;

COFRECTIVE ACTION: ,

!

'Standing Order 89 026 was written and in place on February 10, 1989, to
,

( instruct operators to plug the floor drains in the SW pump room in the event .

of a SW tunnel flooding event. Abnormal Procedures AB 1203.17, Loss of;
'

Sorvice Water Pumps / Systems, and AB 1203.24, Circularing Water Pump Trip / .

Circulating 9ater System Ruptures, were changed en March 23, 1989, to add '

guidance for the operators in response to SW tunnel flooding.

| The pipe chase has been sealed under Maintenance Work Order 7 89 0083 01.
| Work was completed on August 31, 1989.

A review of the USAR for other operator actions has been completed. Although
the need for improvemes.s to procedures and chenges to the USAR vere
identified, there were no other significant ope ator actions that were not :
already covered in procedures.

FAILURE DAI6:
*

This is the first report where operator action was cxpected by the USAR but >

had not been incorporated in procedures.
t

REPORT NO.- NP-33-89-005 FCAO NOs.' 89 0082. 89 0083
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